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Abstract
The mirror map in the D = 3,N = 4 supersymmetry connects the left and
right SU(2) automorphism groups and also the superfield representations of the
corresponding N = 4 supermultiplets. The mirror N = 4 harmonic superspaces use
the harmonics of two SU(2) groups and two types of the Grassmann analyticity.
The irreducible left and right N = 4 supermultiplets are defined in these harmonic
superspaces. We analyze the N = 4 superconformal interactions of the gauge and
matter superfields and the spontaneous breakdown of the superconformal symmetry.
The most interesting superconformal action possesses the mirror symmetry and
contains two nonlinear terms of the abelian left and right gauge superfields, and
also the mixing N = 4 BF interaction which yields the topological masses of the
gauge fields and the nontrivial interaction of the scalar and pseudoscalar fields. The
minimal interactions of the left and right N = 4 hypermultiplets can be included to
this abelian gauge theory. We consider also the nonlinear N = 4 gauge superfield
interactions.
Keywords: Harmonic superspace, extended supersymmetry, superconformal symmetry
1 Introduction
Three-dimensional superconformal field theories with N = 6 and N = 8 supersymmetries
describe worldvolume of theM2-branes at low energies [1, 2, 3]. The Lagrangians of these
theories contains matter the scalar and spinor fields interacting with the Chern-Simons
gauge vector fields for a specific choice of the gauge groups. The three-dimensional N = 4
Chern-Simons models were studied in the N = 1 superspace [4]. The algebras of higher
supersymmetries in these models close on the mass shell only.
The manifestly supersymmetric description of the three-dimensional Chern-Simons-
matter systems is possible for N ≤ 3 supersymmetries in the framework of the superspace
approach [5],[6], [7],[8]. These superfield constructions are universal for any gauge groups.
The P -parity is preserved in the gauge group G × G if we choose the difference of two
superfield Chern-Simons actions corresponding to each G.
The N = 6 Chern-Simons-matter model for the gauge group U(N)×U(N) (ABJM-
model) and the N = 8 BLG-model for the gauge group SU(2)×SU(2) were investigated
in the N = 3 harmonic superspace [9]. The N = 3 supersymmetry is manifest in this
formalism, the higher supersymmetry transformations connect different superfields and
the corresponding algebra of transformations closes on the mass shell.
The superfield description of the N = 6 Chern-Simons theory is possible in the
SO(5)/U(2) or SO(6)/U(3) harmonic superspaces [14], [15]. In the first version, the
N = 6 supersymmetry is realized on the N = 5 superfields. In the second version, the
SU(3) triplet of the harmonic N = 6 gauge superfields contains the Chern-Simons vector
1
field and the infinite number of auxiliary fields, for instance, the unusual fermion field
with three spinor Lorentz indices and the SO(6) indices. All auxiliary fields vanish on the
mass shell in these variants of the Chern-Simons theory, however, we do not know how to
include the superfield matter interaction.
The D = 3,N = 8 Yang-Mills theory for the group U(N) can be constructed in the
N = 4 harmonic superspace by the analogy with the four-dimensional case [11], however,
this theory is not superconformal in three dimensions. In this paper, we analyze the
possible constructions of the N = 4 superconformal models in the three-dimensional
harmonic superspace [8],[13].
TheD = 3,N = 4 superspace is covariant with respect to the Lorentz group SO(2, 1) ∼
SL(2, R) and the automorphism group SUL(2)×SUR(2). The important property of the
N = 4 superspace is the discrete symmetry with respect to the mirror map
M : SUL(2) ↔ SUR(2) (1.1)
which connects the representations (r, l) and (l, r) of the group SUL(2)×SUR(2). Different
coordinate bases of theN = 4 superspace are defined in appendix, for instance, the central
basis (CB) is invariant under theM-map. The irreducible D = 3,N = 4 supermultiplets
correspond to different superfield constraints, and the mirror map connects the left and
right versions of these constraints. Respectively, we have the left and right hypermultiplets
or the left and right vector multiplets [13].
The left and right versions of the N = 4 harmonic superspace use the correspond-
ing harmonics u±k or v
(±)
a . In the appendix we define the left analytic basis (LAB) and
the mirror right analytic basis (RAB) using left and right conditions of the Grassmann
analyticity. The left and right analytic superfields describe the mirror irreducible su-
permultiplets. In the next section, we consider the superconformal transformations in
different representations of the N = 4 superspace.
Section 3 is devoted to the superconformal interactions of the N = 4 gauge superfields.
The left abelian gauge prepotential is defined as the analytic scalar superfield V ++0 in the
left harmonic superspace. The corresponding pseudoscalar superfield strength W ab satis-
fies the constraints of the right tensor multiplet. The abelian superfield W =
√
W abWab
plays the role of the dilaton superfield which helps us to construct the superconformal
actions in the N = 4 superspace. We use W as a dynamical coupling constant in the
superconformal version of the N = 4 abelian superfield gauge action SW0 [13] and also in
the superconformal interaction of the N = 4 nonabelian gauge superfields.
It is not difficult to obtain the right analytic gauge superfield A
(++)
0 and the corre-
sponding scalar left superfield strength Lkl using the mirror map. The mirror abelian
superconformal action SL0 (A
(++)
0 ) contains the second dilaton L =
√
LklLkl.
The superconformal interactions of the left hypermultiplet and the improved tensor
multiplet are studied in Sec. 4 by the analogy with the corresponding interactions of the
D = 4,N = 2 supermultiplets. The left D = 3,N = 4 hypermultiplet has the minimal
interaction only with the left vector multiplet. It is shown that the superconformal abelian
action SL0 is equivalent to the analytic action of the improved tensor multiplet, which is
dual to the free action of the left hypermultiplet.
In Sec. 5 we consider the N = 4 superfield terms generalizing the Dirac-Born-Infeld
interactions with the derivatives of the vector and scalar fields. These terms are invariant
under the nonlinear transformations of the N = 8 supersymmetry.
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We analyze the N = 4 superconformal abelian BF term S0BF which connects the left
UL(1) scalar gauge superfield V
++
0 and and the right UR(1) pseudoscalar gauge superfield
A
(++)
0 [18]. This term was considered earlier in components [16], [17]. Note that the
N = 4 action S0BF can be rewritten as the difference of two abelian Chern-Simons terms
in the N = 3 superfield formalism [9], in this case the transformations of parity and the
fourth supersymmetry connect the mirror abelian gauge superfields defined in the single
N = 3 analytic superspace.
It is not possible to present the action S0BF as the difference of two actions in the
N = 4 superspace, so we consider it as the M-symmetric analog of the Chern-Simons
action for the group UL(1) × UR(1). The independent interactions of the mirror N = 4
hypermultiplets and the corresponding gauge multiplets can be easily included to this
picture. The term S0BF yields the specific superconformal interaction of the left and right
N = 4 abelian gauge superfields in the composite M-symmetric action SW0 + SL0 + S0BF .
This action describes the nontrivial interactions of the left pseudoscalar and right scalar
fields with the topologically massive vector and pseudovector fields in the bosonic sector.
It is not possible to formulate the non-abelian Chern-Simons models in the D = 3,N = 4
superspace.
2 Superconformal D = 3,N = 4 transformations
The CB coordinates of the N = 4 superspace zM = (xm, θαak) are defined in appendix.
The infinitesimal N = 4 superconformal transformations of these coordinates have the
form
δxαβ = λαβ = cαβ + aαγx
γβ + aβγx
αγ + b xαβ − iǫαkaθβka − iǫβkaθαka + 12xαγkγρxρβ + 18Θ2kαβ
+1
4
xαρΘkβρ − i2ηkaγθkaαxγβ − i2ηkaγθkaβxγα + 14ηβkaΘθkaα + 14ηαkaΘθkaβ ,
δθαka = λ
α
ka = ǫ
α
ka + a
α
βθ
β
ka +
1
2
b θαka − ωlkθαla − Ωbaθαkb + 12xαβθγkakβγ
− i
4
Θθγkak
α
γ +
1
2
xαβηkaβ − iθαlbθγkaηlbγ − i4Θηαka, (2.1)
where cm, am, km, b are parameters of the conformal group SO(3, 2), ωkl and Ωab are the
parameters of the group SUL(2)× SUR(2), ǫαka and ηαka describe the Q and S supersym-
metries, and Θ = θγkaθ
ka
γ .
The standard notation of this superconformal group is OSp(4|4), but we sometimes
use the short notation SC. The superconformal transformation of the full-superspace
integral measure δscd
11z = j(z) d11z contains the superfield parameter
j(z) = ∂mλ
m − ∂iaα λαia = −b− kmxm − iθlaβηlaβ . (2.2)
The superconformal transformations of the flat vector differential ωαβ = dxαβ −
idθαkaθ
kaβ − idθβkaθkaα and the spinor derivative Dkaα have the covariant form
δscω
αβ = −jωαβ + χαρωρβ + χβρωαρ,
δscD
ka
α =
1
2
jDkaα − χραDkaρ + λklDlaα + ξacDkcα . (2.3)
Three traceless 2 × 2 transformation matrices are constructed from the parameters of
OSp(4|4)
χρβ =
1
2
aρβ +
1
2
(xαλkβλ − 12δρβxγλkγλ)− i4θλkaθkaλ kρβ + iθρkaηkaβ − i2δρβθλkaηkaλ ,
3
ξbc = Ωbc − i
2
θlbβθcγl kβγ − i2(θlbγηclγ + θlcγηblγ), (2.4)
λkl =Mξbc = ωkl − i
2
θkcβθlγc kβγ − i2(θkcγηlcγ + θlcγηkcγ)
and satisfy the simple relations
Dkaγ χ
ρ
β = −δργDkaβ j + 12δρβDkaγ j, Dkaγ ξbc = 12εabDkcγ j + 12εacDkbγ j,
Dnbα λ
kl = 1
2
εnkDlbα j +
1
2
εnlDkbα j, D
lb
γ j(z) = −iθlbλkγλ − iηlbγ . (2.5)
By analogy with [11], we define the following OSp(4|4) transformations of the left
harmonics:
δscu
+
k = λ
++u−k , δscu
−
k = 0,
λ++ = u+j u
+
l λ
jl(z) = ω++ − i
2
θ+aαθ+βa kαβ − iθ+aαη+aα. (2.6)
The SC transformations of the coordinates xmL , θ
+α
a in LAB (A.5) are manifestly analytic
λmL = δscx
m
L =
1
2
(γm)αβδscx
αβ
L = b x
m
L + (xLk)x
m
L − 12x2Lkm
−2i(γm)αβǫ−αb θ+bβ − i(γm)αβ(γn)ρβη−bρθ+bαxnL − i(γm)αβω−−θ+αb θ+bβ, (2.7)
λ+αa = δscθ
+α
a = ǫ
+α
a +
1
2
b θ+αa + ω
+−θ+αa − Ωbaθ+αb + 12xαβL θ+γa kβγ
−iθ+γa θ+αb η−bγ (2.8)
where the standard Poincare transformations are omitted. We define the SC transforma-
tion of the left analytic integral measure
δscdζ
−4du = (∂Lmλ
m
L + ∂
−−λ++ − ∂−aα λ+αa )dζ−4du = −2λdζ−4du,
λ = ω+− − 1
2
(b+ kmx
m
L ) + iθ
+α
a η
−a
α , D
++λ = λ++. (2.9)
The superconformal parameters in CB (2.2) and LAB are connected by the simple
relations
j(z) = 2λ−D−−λ++, λ = 1
2
j + u+j u
−
nλ
jn(z). (2.10)
We consider the superconformal transformation of the non-analytic spinor coordinates
λ−αa = δscθ
−α
a = ǫ
−α
a +
1
2
bθ−αa + a
α
βθ
−β
a − Ωbaθ−αb − ω+−θ−αa + ω−−θ+αa + 12xαβL θ−γa kβγ
+iθ−γa θ
−α
b θ
+bβkβγ +
1
2
xαβL η
−
aβ + iθ
−γ
a θ
−α
b η
+b
γ + iθ
−α
b θ
+bβη−aβ − iθ−γa θ+αb η−bγ . (2.11)
This formula yields the OSp(4|4) transformation of the spinor derivative D+bβ
δscD
+b
β = −(D+bβ δscθ−ρc )D+cρ = −χρβD+bρ + ξbcD+cβ + λD+bβ (2.12)
where the LAB superconformal matrices χρβ and ξ
b
c are identical to the corresponding
matrices in CB (2.3).
We obtain the SC transformations of the higher spinor derivatives from this formula
δscD
++
αβ = −χραD++ρβ − χρβD++ρα + 2λD++αβ + (D+bα j)D+bβ + (D+bβ j)D+bα,
δscD
++ab = −(D+aρj)D+bρ − (D+bρj)D+aρ + ξacD++cb + ξbcD++ac + 2λD++ab, (2.13)
δsc(D
+)4 = 4λ(D+)4.
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The superconformal transformations of the left harmonic derivatives are
δscD
++ = −λ++D0, δscD−− = −(D−−λ++)D−−. (2.14)
The SC transformations in the right harmonic superspace can be obtained by the
mirror map from the LAB transformations, for instance,
δscv
(+)
a = ξ
(++)v(−)a , δscv
(−)
a = 0, δscθ
(±)α
k =Mδscθ±αa , δscxmR =MδscxmL ,
ξ(++) = v(+)a v
(+)
b ξ
ab = v(+)a v
(+)
b Ω
ab − i
2
θ(+)lαθ
(+)β
l kαβ − iθ(+)lαη(+)lα . (2.15)
3 Superconformal N = 4 superfield gauge interac-
tions
We consider the superfield constraints of the left hypermultiplet qka and the left tensor
multiplet Llj = Ljl and their SC transformations in CB
Dkaα q
lb +Dlaα q
kb = 0, δscq
lb = 1
2
jqlb + λknq
nb + ξbcq
lc, (3.1)
Dkaα L
jl +Djaα L
lk +Dlaα L
kj = 0, δscL
kl = jLkl + λknL
nl + λlnL
kn. (3.2)
The mirror map (1.1) allow us to obtain the superfield constraints for the right hyper-
multiplet Qka and the right tensor multiplet W ab
Dkaα Q
lb +Dkbα Q
la = 0, (3.3)
Dkaα W
bc +Dkbα W
ca +Dkcα W
ab = 0. (3.4)
The superfield W ab can be treated as the superfield strength of the left abelian spinor
gauge superfield, and the mirror superfield Lkl has a similar interpretation. M-map can
be combined with the P -parity, then the mirror superfields W ab and Lkl have opposite
parities.
In the N = 4 harmonic superspace, the left non-abelian gauge supermultiplet is de-
scribed by the matrix analytic prepotential V ++(ζL, u)
δΛV
++ = −D++Λ− [V ++,Λ], (V ++)† = −V ++, TrV ++ = 0,
Λ† = −Λ, TrΛ = 0 (3.5)
where Λ(ζL, u) is the analytic superfield matrix parameter of the gauge group SU(N).
We analyze the off-shell component fields φab, Am, λ
ka
α and X
kl in the WZ-gauge of the
prepotential
V ++WZ = θ
+aαθ+bα φab +Θ
++mAm + 2iΘ
+3α
a u
−
k λ
ka
α + 3i(θ
+)4u−k u
−
l X
kl (3.6)
where Θ+3αa and (θ
+)4 are defined in appendix. The component fields of the P -even
superfield V ++ include the pseudoscalar φab, spinor λkaα , vector Am and auxiliary scalar
Xkl.
The non-analytic harmonic connection V −− can be constructed in terms of the pre-
potential [12]
V −−(z, u) =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
∫
du1 . . . dun
V ++(z, u1)V
++(z, u2) . . . V
++(z, un)
(u+u+1 )(u
+
1 u
+
2 ) . . . (u
+
nu
+)
(3.7)
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where the harmonic distributions (u+1 u
+
2 )
−1[11] are used.
The LAB representation of the nonabelian gauge superfield strength is [8, 13]
Wab = −1
4
D+aαD+bα V
−−, δΛWab = [Λ,Wab],
D++Wab + [V ++,Wab] = 0. (3.8)
The abelian N = 4 superfield action contains the imaginary prepotential V ++0 and the
coupling constant g3 of dimension
1
2
SLQED = −
1
4g23
∫
d11zduV ++0 V
−−
0
=
1
4g23
∫
d3x[−φabφab + 2Am∂nFnm − 2iλαka∂αβλkaβ +XklXkl] (3.9)
where Fnm = ∂nAm − ∂nAm.
We consider the passive form of the superconformal transformations of the harmonic
connections [11]
δscV
++ = 0, δscV
−− = −(D−−λ++)V −− (3.10)
or the active (local) form of the same transformations
δ∗scV
±±(z, u) = −(λm∂m + λαka∂kaα + λ++D−−)V ±±(z, u) + δscV ±±, (3.11)
where functions λM and λ++ are defined in the previous section. The action SLQED is not
invariant under these transformations.
The abelian superfield strength has the simple form
W ab(V ) = −1
4
∫
duD−aαD−bα V
++
0 (z, u),
δΛW
ab = 0, W ab = Wab. (3.12)
The superfield W ab(V ) is P -odd if the corresponding gauge superfield V ++ is P -even. We
consider its decomposition in the left coordinates
W ab(xL, θ
±
a , u) = φ
ab − iθ−aβθ+αc ∂Lαβφbc − iθ−bβθ+αc ∂Lαβφac +Θ−−abΘ++cd φcd
+
i
2
(θ−bαθ+aβ + θ−aαθ+bβ)Fαβ +
i
2
(θ+aαu−k − θ−aαu+k )λkbα +
i
2
(θ+bαu−k − θ−bαu+k )λkaα
+iθ+aγθ+bγ u
−
k u
−
l X
kl + iθ−aγθ−bγ u
+
k u
+
l X
kl − iθ+aγθ−bγ u+k u−l Xkl − iθ−aγθ+bγ u+k u−l Xkl
+higher derivative terms (3.13)
where Fαβ = ∂
L
αγA
γ
β + ∂
L
βγA
γ
α.
The superfield W ab can be connected with the right analytic superfieldW (++)(ζR, v) =
v
(+)
a v
(+)
b W
ab. The component decomposition of this superfield representation is very short
in the right analytic coordinates (A.15).
The SC transformation of the nonabelian superfield strength can be obtained using
(3.10) and (2.13)
δscWab = −14δsc(D++abV −−) = jWab + ξacWcb + ξbcWac. (3.14)
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The important SUR(2) invariant abelian dilaton superfield
W =
√
W abWab, δscW = j(z)W (3.15)
satisfies the superfield constraint D++αβ (W
−1) = 0.
The superfield W is used in the superconformal abelian gauge action [13]
SW0 (V ) = −
1
4
∫
d11z du
1
W
V ++0 (z, u)V
−−
0 (z, u). (3.16)
The SC invariance of SW0 can be checked straightforwardly using transformations of the
integral measure and all superfields.
The spontaneous breakdown of the superconformal symmetry arises if we redefine the
pseudoscalar superfield W ab
W ab = ϕ(Cab + wab), CabCab = 2,
W = ϕ
√
2 + 2Cabwab + wabwab (3.17)
where wab is the improved superfield strength, ϕ is the scale fixing parameter of dimension
1 and Cab are dimensionless constants describing the spontaneous breakdown of the parity
and SUR(2) symmetry.
The abelian dilaton superfield W (V ++0 ) plays the role of a dynamic coupling constant
in the superconformal version of the nonabelian gauge theory
SN(W,V
++) =
∫
d11zdu1 . . . dun
∞∑
n=2
(−1)n+1
4Wn
Tr V ++(z, u1) . . . V
++(z, un)
(u+1 u
+
2 ) . . . (u
+
nu
+
1 )
. (3.18)
The SC invariance of this action can be checked by the method of [11] using the active
superconformal transformations
δ∗scV
++(z, u) = −(λM∂M + λ++D−−)V ++(z, u),
δ∗sc(W
−1) = (−λM∂M +D−−λ++ − 2λ)W−1. (3.19)
The superfield constraint W = g23 in (3.18) breaks down the conformal symmetry, in
this case we obtain the superfield action of the N = 4 Yang-Mills theory SN(g23, V ++)
constructed by analogy with the four-dimensional N = 2 gauge action [12].
The right gauge multiplets can be considered as the mirror constructions in the right
harmonic superspace (A.15). The abelian right analytic prepotential V
(++)
R0 (ζR, v) ≡
A
(++)
0 (ζR, v) has the gauge transformation
δΛA
(++)
0 = −D(++)ΛR(ζR, v), D(+)kα A(++)0 = 0. (3.20)
In the WZ-gauge, this prepotential contains the component fields of the right vector
multiplet
A
(++)
WZ = θ
(+)α
k θ
(+)
lα Λ
kl + (θ(+)kγmθ
(+)
k )Bm +
4i
3
θ
(+)β
k θ
(+)
lβ θ
(+)lαv(−)a ρ
ka
α
+3i(θ(+))4v(−)a v
(−)
b Y
ab. (3.21)
Below we use the pseudoscalar right prepotential A
(++)
0 , then Bm is the pseudovector field,
Λkl is the scalar field and Y ab is the pseudoscalar auxiliary field.
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We can construct the superfield strength of the right abelian prepotential
Lkl = −1
4
∫
dvD(−−)klA
(++)
0 (z, v). (3.22)
satisfying the constraints of the left tensor multiplet (3.2). It is scalar for the P -odd pre-
potential A
(++)
0 . The superconformal transformation of the superfield L
kl can be obtained
by the mirror map from (3.14)
δscL
kl = j(z)Lkl + λkj (z)L
jl + λlj(z)L
kj . (3.23)
The improved left superfield lkl is defined by the formula
Lkl = γ(ckl + lkl), c2 = cklckl = 2 (3.24)
where γ is some constant of dimension 1 and ckl are dimensionless constants of the spon-
taneous breakdown of SUL(2). The mirror dilaton superfield is
L =
√
LklLkl = γ
√
2 + 2ckllkl + lkllkl, δscL = jL. (3.25)
The mirror superconformal abelian interaction contains this superfield L
SL0 = −
1
4
∫
d11z dv
1
L
A
(++)
0 A
(−−)
0 , D
(++)A
(−−)
0 = D
(−−)A
(++)
0 . (3.26)
In Sec. 4 we analyze the equivalent left analytic action of the improved tensor multiplet
which is dual to the free hypermultiplet action.
We use the spinor derivative of the superfield L in the superconformal spinor connec-
tion
Γkaα = L
−1Dkaα L, δscΓ
ka
α = D
ka
α j +
1
2
jΓkaα − χραΓkaρ + λkl Γlaα + ξacΓkcα (3.27)
which helps to construct the SC covariant derivatives of superfields, for instance,
Dˆkdα W
ab = Dkdα W
ab − 2Γkdα W ab + Γkaα W bd + Γkbα W ad (3.28)
or its mirror image Dˆkdα L
lj . The superfield W/L is the superconformal invariant.
4 N = 4 tensor multiplets and hypermultiplets
The three-dimensional left analytic hypermultiplet q+a has the free action
S0q =
1
2
∫
dζ−4L du q
+
a D
++q+a, q˜+a = q+a . (4.1)
The natural dimension of q+a is equal 1
2
, and the corresponding superconformal transfor-
mation contains the analytic parameter (2.9)
δscq
+a = λ q+a, δscS
0
q = 0. (4.2)
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This hypermultiplet interacts with the left UL(1) gauge prepotential
S(q+, V ++0 ) =
1
2
∫
dζ−4L du q
+
a [D
++q+a + (τ3)
a
bV
++
0 q
+b] (4.3)
where τ3 is the Pauli matrix. The mirror mapMS(q+, V ++0 ) = S(Q(+), A(++)0 ) yields the
interaction of the right hypermultiplet Q
(+)
k with the right abelian prepotential A
(++)
0 .
The dual free ω-hypermultiplet can be described analogously
S0ω = −
1
2
∫
dζ−4L duD
++ωD++ω, δscω = λω. (4.4)
In the gauge group SU(N), we can use the adjoint representation for the ω superfield,
then the hypermultiplet-gauge interaction reads
S(ω, V ) = −1
2
∫
dζ−4L duTr (D
++ω + [V ++, ω])2. (4.5)
The sum of this action and the N = 4 Yang-Mills action SN(g23, V ++) is invariant under
the N = 8 supersymmetry transformations constructed by the analogy with the D =
4,N = 4 case [11]
δV ++ = g3ǫˆ
kaαu+k θ
+
aαω, δω = −
1
2g3
(D+)4(ǫˆkaαu−k θ
−
aαV
−−), (4.6)
where ǫˆkaα are spinor parameters.
The left tensor multiplet is described by the left analytic superfield L++ = u+k u
+
l L
kl(z)
L++ = −1
4
u+k u
+
l
∫
dv v(−)a v
(−)
b D
kaαDlbαA
(++)
0 (z, v), D
+a
α L
++ = 0, (4.7)
D++L++ = 0, δscL
++ = 2λL++. (4.8)
The component representation of this superfield is
L++ = u+k u
+
l Λ
kl − iΘ++mu+k u−l ∂LmΛkl − iθ+αa u+k ρkaα + iΘ++ab Y ab
+i(θ+bγmθ+b )εmnp∂
nBp +Θ+3αa u
−
k ∂αβρ
kaβ + (θ+)4u−k u
−
l Λ
kl. (4.9)
The free action of the left tensor multiplet is equivalent to the free action of the right
gauge multiplet.
Now we consider the improved form of the left analytic tensor superfield
L++ = γ(c++ + l++), c±± = cklu±k u
±
l , c
++c−− − (c0)2 = 1,
δscl
++ = 2λ(l++ + c++)− 2λ++L c0. (4.10)
The three-dimensional superconformal interaction of l++ is similar to the analogous four-
dimensional action [11]
S˜L0 = −
1
γ
∫
dζ−4du(g++)2, g++(l) =
l++
1 +
√
1 + l++c−−
. (4.11)
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We note that this action is a dual form of the action (3.26). The scalar part of the
component action of the improved tensor multiplet has the form
K˜L =
∫
d3x
√
2
Λ
{1
4
∂mΛ
kl∂mΛkl − 1
6Λ2
ΛrsΛkl∂mΛkl∂
mΛrs +
1
4
Y abYab} (4.12)
Λ =
√
ΛklΛkl =
√
2γ
√
1 + cklλkl +
1
2
λklλkl, Λ
kl = γ(ckl + λkl).
The similar component D = 4,N = 2 action was defined in [19].
As it was shown in [11], the action of the improved tensor multiplet is dual to the
action of the free hypermultiplet. The alternative form of the action (4.11) contains
unconstrained superfield l++ (or g++) and the analytic Lagrange multiplier ω
S˜L0 = −
1
γ
∫
dζ−4L du
{
[g++(l)]2 − ωD++l++} . (4.13)
Using the algebraic equation g++(ω) = −(1 + c−−D++ω)−1D++ω we obtain the action
S(ω) which is equivalent to the free hypermultiplet action. Thus the superconformal right
gauge action (3.26) is dual to the free action.
The link between the CB and LAB representations of the left tensor multiplet is the
formula
L−1(lkl) =
1√
2γ
(1 + ckllkl +
1
2
lkllkl)
−1/2 =
1√
2γ
∫
du[1 + Z(l, u)]−3/2,
Z(l, u) = l++c−− = lkl(z)cjnu+k u
+
l u
−
j u
−
n . (4.14)
We note that both parts of this relation describe the same SUL(2)-invariant solution of
the Laplace equation in variables lkl: ∆lL
−1(lkl) = 0. This integral representation is based
on the formula∫
du(l++c−−)n =
1
2n+ 1
l(i1k1li2k2 · · · linkn)c(i1k1ci2k2 · · · cinkn) (4.15)
where brackets mean the total symmetrization of the (lkl)-polynomials in 2n indices.
The superconformal interaction SW0 (3.16) is equivalent to the action of the improved
right tensor multiplet w(++)
W (++) = v(+)a v
(+)
b W
ab = ϕ(C(++) + w(++)) (4.16)
which is mirror to the left action (4.11). The corresponding scalar terms are
KR =
∫
d3x
√
2
φ
{
1
4
∂mφ
ab∂mφab − 1
6φ2
φcdφab∂mφab∂
mφcd +
1
4
XklXkl
}
(4.17)
φ =
√
φabφab = ϕ
√
2 + 2Cabϕab + ϕabϕab.
The action of the improved right tensor multiplet w(++) is also dual to some free action.
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5 Nonlinear N = 4 gauge interactions
Now we discuss the possible N = 4 superfield gauge interactions which correspond to the
higher degrees of the derivative terms Fmn = ∂mAn−∂nAm, FBmn = ∂mBn−∂nBm, ∂mφab
and ∂mΛ
kl in the component actions. The nonlinear supersymmetric D = 4 abelian gauge
terms were analyzed in [20],[21],[22].
We choose the nonlinear self-interaction terms of the analytic multiplet L++ in the
following form:
S(L++) =
1
g23
∫
dζ−4du{(L++)2[1− 12c2(D+)4(L−−)2]
−24c2L++(D+)4[(L+−)2L−−]}+O(L6), (5.1)
L++ = u+k u
+
l L
kl(A
(++)
0 ), L
+− = 1
2
D−−L++, L−− = 1
2
(D−−)2L++
where c is some constant of the dimension -2. In components, these terms describe the
second and fourth degrees of FBmn and ∂mΛ
kl.
By the analogy with the nonlinear realizations of the 4-dimensional supersymmetries
[20] we can find the nonlinear f -transformation of the superfield L++
δfL
++ = f++[1 + c2(D+)4(L−−)2] + 2c2L++(D+)4(f−−L−−)− 4c2(D+)4(f+−L+−L−−)
+4c2(D+)4[f−−(L+−)2] +O(L4), (5.2)
f++ = aklu+k u
+
l + c
−1θ+αa u
+
k ǫˆ
ka
α , f
+− = 1
2
D−−f++, f−− = 1
2
(D−−)2f++
where akl and ǫˆ
ka
α are parameters of the bosonic and fermionic translations. This trans-
formation satisfies the condition D++δfL
++ = 0.
The nonlinear action (5.1) is invariant under the f -transformation up to the third
order in superfields. To prove this invariance we take into account only two independent
third-order structures in the variation δfS(L
++)
f++L++(D+)4(L−−)2, (L++)2(D+)4(f−−L−−). (5.3)
The transformation (5.2) describes the spontaneous breakdown of the D = 3,N = 8
supersymmetry. The similar nonlinear action can be found for the superfield W (++) in
the right analytic superspace.
The fourth order nonlinear superfield terms can also be studied in the full D = 3,N =
4 superspace
S4 =
∫
d11z[A1W
4 + A2L
4 + A3W
2L2], (5.4)
W 2 = ϕ2(2 + 2Cabwab + w
abwab), L
2 = γ2(2 + 2ckllkl + l
kllkl)
where A1, A2 and A3 are some constants.
Higher degrees of the gauge field strength arise from the superfield terms with the
spinor derivatives of W ab, for instance,
S6 ∼
∫
d11zW 4AαβA
αβ ,
Aαβ = εklD
ka
(αD
lb
β)Wab ∼ iFαβ(x) +O(θ). (5.5)
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All these nonlinear gauge interactions break down the superconformal symmetry.
The superconformal N = 2, D = 4 nonlinear gauge interactions were considered in
[22] where the chiral dilaton superfield was used. We have two N = 4 abelian dilaton-type
superfields W and L so it is not difficult to construct the non-polynomial superconformal
generalization of the nonlinear terms S4
SNL =
∫
d11z
{
W 4L−5 + L4W−5
}
. (5.6)
We note that additional superconformal terms with the SC-invariant combination W/L
could be added to this interaction. Using the connection (3.27) we can construct the
superconformal generalizations of the derivative terms (5.5).
We can also study the nonlinear superconformal interactions of the nonabelian super-
field strength (3.8) with the abelian dilaton superfields, for instance,∫
d11zL−5(TrWabWab)2. (5.7)
6 N = 4 BF interaction of the left and right gauge
multiplets
We see that the left and right N = 4 supermultiplets live in different analytic superspaces,
so it is extremely difficult to construct interactions of these supermultiplets. Nevertheless,
there is the simple left-right gauge BF interaction which was considered in the component
fields[16, 17] and also in the biharmonic N = 4 superspace [18].
The LAB form of this BF interaction reads
S0BF =
i
2
β
∫
dζ−4L duV
++
0 L
++
0 , (6.1)
where β is the coupling constant, V ++0 is the left abelian prepotential, and L
++ is the
scalar analytic superfield strength of the right abelian pseudoscalar prepotential A
(++)
0
(4.7). This interaction is manifestly superconformal and preserves the P -parity and the
M symmetry V ++0 ↔ A(++)0 .
The equations of motion for the abelian BF model
W ab(V ) = 0, L++(B) = 0 (6.2)
have the pure gauge solutions only.
Using the superfield decompositions (3.6) and (4.9) we obtain the component form of
the abelian N = 4 BF action [16, 17]
S0BF = β
∫
d3x(2εmnpAm∂nBp − 12φabYab − 12ΛikXik + 2ρkaα λαka). (6.3)
The mirror symmetry S0BF =MS0BF is evident in this representation.
If we identify SUL(2) and SUR(2) indices of these fields, this action can be treated as
the difference of two abelian Chern-Simons actions for two N = 3 vector multiplets con-
nected by the parity transformation and the transformation of the fourth supersymmetry
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[9]. The gauge N = 3 prepotentials and superfield strengths live in the same analytic
superspace, and the fourth supersymmetry transformation connect different gauge super-
multiplets. We note that the N = 4 superfield generalization of the Chern-Simons action
does not exist for the group U(1), because the corresponding gauge prepotentials and
superfield strengths are defined in different superspaces.
One can add the minimal interactions of the left hypermultiplets q+a (4.3) and the
right hypermultiplets Q
(+)
k =Mq+a to the UL(1)× UR(1) BF action
S(q, Q, V0, A0) = S
0
BF + S(q
+, V ++0 ) + S(Q
(+), A
(++)
0 ). (6.4)
We note that this model has the manifestN = 4 symmetry even if it be reformulated in the
N = 3 superspace. In this formalism, generators of the linear transformations of the fourth
supersymmetry have the opposite sign on the left and right N = 3 analytic superfields:
Q4α = ±D0α. More complex nonlinear transformations of the higher supersymmetries are
defined in [9] for the nonabelian N = 3 superfields, the algebra of these transformations
closes only on the equations of motion.
The abelian BF term can be treated as the nontrivial interaction in the following
superconformal composite action:
Sβ(V ++0 , A
(++)
0 ) = S
W
0 + S
L
0 + S
0
BF (6.5)
where the first two terms describe the left and right gauge superfields. It is evident that
this interaction possesses the discrete M symmetry.
The scalar part of this action contains the kinetic term for the field Λkl (4.12), the
analogous kinetic term for the field Φab (4.17) and the mixed potential term
P = −
√
2β2
4
∫
d3x[φabφab
√
ΛklΛkl + Λ
klΛkl
√
φabφab] (6.6)
which arises from terms with the auxiliary fields Xkl and Y ab. Thus, the superconformal
action Sβ(V ++0 , A
(++)
0 ) describes the nontrivial interaction of the abelian left and right
N = 4 gauge multiplets.
Using the transformation of the vector and pseudovector gauge fields in (6.5)
Am =
√
ϕ
2
(A+m + A
−
m), Bm =
√
γ
2
(A+m −A−m) (6.7)
we obtain the sum of two quadratic gauge actions
S(A+m, A
−
m) =
1
2
∫
d3x[A+mK
mn
+ A
+
n + A
−
mK
mn
− A
−
n ],
Kmn± = η
mn
− ∂m∂n ± µεmpn∂p (6.8)
where µ = β
√
ϕγ is the parameter of the gauge-invariant mass terms.
It is easy to build the non-abelian version of the BF theory in the full N = 4 super-
space using the superfield Wab (3.8) and the Lagrange multiplier Bab, however, we do not
know interactions of this additional superfield Bab. We also cannot construct interactions
of the left N = 4 non-abelian gauge superfield with the right non-abelian gauge superfield.
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7 Conclusions
We analyzed the superconformal interactions of D = 3,N = 4 superfields in different
representations. The left and right N = 4 harmonic superspace are treated as two mirror
analogs of the D = 4,N = 2 harmonic superspace. The interaction of the left gauge and
left hypermultiplet superfields are natural, and the mirror picture connects right N = 4
superfields, while it is difficult to construct interactions of the left and right supermulti-
plets. We consider the dilaton superfield W using the abelian gauge superfield strength
W ab and the mirror dilaton superfield L constructed from the right abelian gauge super-
field. W and/or L play the role of the dynamic coupling constants in the superconformal
gauge theory. These dilatons allow us to construct the improved superconformal versions
of the abelian and nonabelian N = 4 gauge theories. The left N = 4 superconformal
abelian gauge model SW0 is dual to the free hypermultiplet theory, this property is pre-
served in the mirror model SL0 .
The BF interaction in the N = 4 superspace is considered as the analog of the Chern-
Simons action for the group UL(1) × UR(1). The left and right hypermultiplets interact
with the corresponding N = 4 gauge superfields in this theory. We propose the combining
superconformal interaction of the abelian left and right gauge superfields including the
improved left and right gauge actions SW0 +S
L
0 and the mixing BF term. This term yields
the nontrivial interaction of the scalar and vector fields from two mirror supermultiplets.
On the non-superconformal level, we find the nonlinear realization of the N = 8
supersymmetry connecting different nonlinear gauge terms in the effective action. Using
the superconformal covariant derivatives of the superfield strengths we obtain the higher
nonlinear superconformal interactions of the left and right gauge superfields.
The author is grateful to E.A. Ivanov for interesting discussions. This work was par-
tially supported by the grants RFBR N 09-02-01209, 09-01-93107-CNRS and 08-02-90490-
Ukr, DFG 436 RUS 113/669/0-4R, INTAS 05-10000008-7928 and by the Heisenberg-
Landau programme.
Appendix
1. Central basis of D = 3,N = 4 superspace
We consider the coordinates of the D = 3,N = 4 superspace in the central basis (CB)
and the corresponding integral measure [8, 13]:
z = (xm, θαka), d
11z = d3x d8θ, (A.1)
where i and a are the two-component indices of the automorphism groups SUL(2) and
SUR(2), respectively, α is the two-component index of the SL(2, R) group and m = 0, 1, 2
is the 3D vector index. The three-dimensional γ matrices satisfy the relations
(γm)
ρ
α(γn)
β
ρ = −(γm)αρ(γn)ρβ = −ηmnδβα + εmnp(γp)βα, (A.2)
where ηmn = diag(1,−1,−1) and εmnp is the antisymmetric symbol.
We use the P -parity transformation
Px0,2 = x0,2, Px1 = −x1, P θαka = (γ1)αβθβka. (A.3)
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The mirror map M interchanges values of the isospinor indices of the groups SUL(2)
and SUR(2), for instance, Mθα12 = θα21, and connects the representations (l, r) and (r, l).
The N = 4 spinor derivatives have the form
Dkaα = ∂
ka
α + iθ
kaβ∂αβ , ∂αβ = (γ
m)αβ∂m. (A.4)
2. Left D = 3,N = 4 harmonic superspace
The left D = 3,N = 4 harmonic superspace was considered in [8, 13]. It uses the left
SU(2)L/U(1) harmonics u
±
k and the corresponding left analytic basis (LAB)
ζL = (x
m
L , θ
+α
a ), θ
−α
a ,
xmL = x
m + i(γm)αβθ
+aαθ−βa , θ
±α
a = u
±
k θ
kα
a . (A.5)
We define the special conjugation in this basis
u˜±k = u
±k, x˜mL = x
m
L , θ˜
±α
a = θ
±aα. (A.6)
The LAB spinor and harmonic derivatives are
D+aα = ∂
+a
α , D
−a
α = −∂−aα + 2iθ−aβ∂Lαβ , (A.7)
D++ = ∂++ − iθ+a γmθ+a∂Lm + θ+αa ∂+aα ,
D−− = ∂−− − iθ−a γmθ−a∂Lm + θ−αa ∂−aα . (A.8)
The simple combinations of the spinor derivatives are
D±±ab = D±aαD±bα , D
±±αβ = D±aα D
±
aβ,
(D±)4 =
1
48
D±±abD±±ab =
1
16
(D±1)2(D±2)2. (A.9)
They satisfy the relations
D++abD++αβ = 0, (A.10)
(D+)4(D−−)2(D+)4 = 2∂m∂mD
(+4) = 2(D+)4,
(D+)4(D−−)3(D+)4 = [3i
2
D−bα D
−
bβ∂
αβ + 6D−−](D+)4 = [3i
2
∂−bα ∂
−
bβ∂
αβ + 6∂−−](D+)4,
(D+)4(D−−)4(D+)4 = [1
2
D−−ab D
−−ab + 6iD−−D−aαD−βa ∂αβ + 12(D
−−)2](D+)4
= [24(∂−)4 + 6i∂−−∂−aα∂−βa ∂αβ + 12(∂
−−)2](D+)4. (A.11)
The analytic integral measure in LAB is
dζ−4L du = d
4xLdu(D
−)4 (A.12)
where du describes the integration on SUL(2)/U(1).
We use the basic combinations of the left analytic spinor coordinates θ±αa
Θ±±ab = θ
±β
a θ
±
bβ , Θ
±±
αβ = (γ
m)αβΘ
±±
m = θ
±a
α θ
±
aβ ,
Θ±3αa =
2
3
θ±bαΘ±±ab , (θ
±)4 = (θ±1 )
2(θ±2 )
2. (A.13)
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They satisfy the simple identities of the Grassmann algebra
Θ±±ab Θ
±±
cd =
1
2
(εacεbd + εadεbc)(θ
±)4,
Θ±±αβ Θ
±±
γρ = −12(εαγεβρ + εαρεβγ)(θ±)4,
θ±αc Θ
±±
ab =
1
2
εcaΘ
±3α
b +
1
2
εcbΘ
±3α
a . (A.14)
3. Right N = 4 harmonic superspace
We denote the mirror SUR(2)/U(1) harmonics as v
(±)
a =Mu±k and the coordinates of
the right analytic basis (RAB) as
ζR =MζL = (xmR , θ(+)αk ), θ(−)αk ,
xmR = x
m + i(γm)αβθ
(+)kαθ
(−)β
k , θ
(±)α
k = v
(±)
a θ
aα
k . (A.15)
The special conjugation in RAB is analogous to the corresponding conjugation in LAB
(A.6).
The spinor and harmonic derivatives in the RA basis can be obtained by the mirror
map from (A.8), for instance,
D(+)kα = ∂
(+)k
α , D
(−)k
α = −∂(−)kα + 2iθ(−)kβ∂Rαβ ,
D(++) = ∂(++) − iθ(+)k γmθ(+)k∂Rm + θ(+)αk ∂(+)kα , (A.16)
where the partial derivatives act on the corresponding right coordinates. The right ana-
lytic superfields Φ(ζR, v) describe right N = 4 supermultiplets.
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